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Times View: The city should embrace this concept of waste segregation, the sooner, the
better. Civic agencies should incentivise segregation to encourage citizens into doing this.

News paper cutting of above article
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TWO EVENTS AT ONE GREAT PLATFORM

December  7-9. 2017

December 7-8 ,2017

Venue: Dubai World Trade Centre, Dubai, UAE

Top 5 Reasons to Participate 
At CREDAI’s Indian Property Show & Smart India Realty Summit  

DIRECT SALES 
PLATFORM

MEET END USERS

NETWORK WITH CHANNEL 
PARTNERS 

MEDIA AND BRANDING 
EXPOSURE

LEAD 
GENERATION

1 2 3 4 5

Sell your property 
projects to an expected 
audience of 20,000 end 
users, investors and real 

estate professionals

Interact with visitors 
and investors who 

have the means and 
desire to purchase 
the finest property

Meet and discuss business 
opportunities with top Channel 

Partners of UAE by attending 
Smart India Realty Summit.

Gain global and regional 
media exposure, enhance 
your company image and 
develop brand awareness 

through sponsorship 
opportunities

A capitalised marketing 
campaign promoting your 

participation pre, on-site & 
post event will generate 

more focused leads 
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NEW ACT TO CLEAN UP REAL ESTATE BIZ

Existing Projects' Fate Hangs In Balance

If you're looking to buy a flat, hang on for a month. With the state government set to
implement the Real Estate (Regulation and Development) Act, 2016, by introducing the West
Bengal Housing Industries Regulation Bill, 2017, in the Assembly during the Monsoon
Session, several projects that do not comply with the regulations will either be stalled or
delayed.

Some para promoters and unscrupulous developers may even go out of business as the law
kicks in to clean up the murky real estate business. Premium projects, where sales are slow,
will take a back seat. Price of budget and mid-segment flats may go up by Rs 100 Rs 150 per
sq ft as developers’ factor in the cost of compliance to the new act. Speaking to TOI, Nandu
Belani, president of the Bengal chapter of Confederation of Real Estate Developers
Association of India (Credai), said the introduction of the act will in the short run slow
down and even stall projects that do not have Rera compliance.

“Expect fewer project launches as developers work towards compliance and register the
projects. While the established firms have been working on compliance for six months
and will not have a problem making a transition into the new regime, it will be difficult
for others,” he said.

There is some anxiety over what happens to existing projects. While the national act says all
projects to be registered, Credai has been urging the housing department to keep projects that
have either completed 40% project construction or sales be kept out of its purview as a shift
in compliance from the West Bengal Building (Regulation of Promotion of Construction and
Transfer by Promoters) Act, 1993, to the West Bengal Housing Industries Regulation Bill,
2017, will be complicated. After the initial hiccup that could see projects being held up, the
act will ensure that developers adhere to delivery schedules and stick by their commitments.

In the past, there have been several cases where an open space the size of the Eden Gardens
has been promised before the project but a small patch of green was delivered.

There have also been instances where a developer has constructed a fifth tower after
completing the four that were advertised in the project.

Newspaper/Online The Times of India
Date August 04, 2017
Link
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“Many projects get delayed due to financial issues or the developers' lack of competence in
handling big projects. That will stop now because the stringent penalty for delays will be a
deterrent. In fact, developers will factor in possible delays to set a realistic timeline when
announcing the project,” said Sushil Mohta, vice-president of Credai-National.

Mohta believes it will also do a world of good to the developers, where a few rotten apples
have brought disrepute to the sector. “We welcome the shift to transparency. This will usher
in discipline among developers and create goodwill among buyers,” he said.

For developers, the requirement to
keep 70% of the project cost in an
escrow account to which he will
have access according to the
project's progress will require him
to make arrangements for
additional funds. Till now,
developers have been using
advances garnered from one
project to purchase another land.
That will no longer be possible.

“Developers will henceforth
plan their projects better.

Hurried launches won't happen. For home buyers, there will be peace of mind that
there will be timely delivery of a good product. If he has any grievance, he will be able
to approach a regulator,” said Belani.

Times View

This legislation will give scope for a clean-up of the sector. The housing industry badly needs
a dose of transparency and, hopefully, this law will enable all stakeholders -sellers, buyers
and the regulatory authority -to work together so that no one loses out.
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NOW, GET TAX SOP FOR WASTE MGMT MACHINES AT COMPLEXES, HIGH-
RISES

The Kolkata Municipal Corporation will offer tax exemption to residents of housing
complexes who will install waste management machines for segregation and recycling of
waste generated in their complexes. Debabrata Majumdar, member, mayor-in-council,
overseeing the KMC solid waste management department said this at a function organized by
CREDAI (Bengal). Majumdar conceded that managing Kolkata's growing wastes has become
a major problem as Dhapa waste dumping ground is almost overburdened.

The alternative method of reducing the burden by installing a garbage-to-fertilizer machine at
the site has failed as the owner of these large compost plants have been converting only 75
tonnes of garbage against the 500 tonnes, which was agreed upon in a pact signed by the civic
body and the private firm. In fact, a civic initiative of segregating and transporting wastes in
north Kolkata (wards 1--6) has failed to yield results for the amount of cost involved in the
process, a KMC official said.

“It is getting increasingly difficult to find a solution to city’s growing wastes. Now we need to
encourage the ow ners of housing complexes or apartment houses to set up small composting
machines in their premises for the purpose of converting the waste into wealth after
preliminary segregation at source. If any such housing complex comes forward and adopts
the model, we will definitely offer its residents property tax sop,” Majumdar said.

This model is being successfully
followed in Kochi where Najeeb
Zackaria, the owner of a
construction firm took such an
initiative in one of the large
housing complex built by him.
Now as many as 1000 households,
including a lot of apartment
buildings, hi-rises are running the
model across Kerala, Zackaria

said. Nandu Belani, president CREDAI Bengal assured to stand by the KMC in its
initiative in the effective waste management system.

Newspaper/Online The Times of India
Date August 25, 2017
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